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CHAPTER I 
rate 
INTRODUCTION 
Crime in the United States has risen at 
in the last few years and along with it, 
.1 
an alarming 
juvenile crime 
and delinquency. Society has had a diff~cult task trying to 
deal with this increased juvenile crime. Whereas the de­
structive, antisoc~al adult can ~e Rlaced 1n prison or Jail 
away from soctety, we are generally reluctant to institu­
tionalize youth in such a manner. Rather, the feeling is 
that there is still hope for teenagers who Qommit crimes, 
that the community rather than institutions 'can and should 
be primarily responsible for trying to prevent and/or re­
habili t'ate delinquents. 
Law enforcement agencies have responded to this chal­
lenge since the mid-1960's by initiating police-juvenile 
community programs and creating specialized· juvenile units 
. 1
with officers specially trained to work with juveniles'. 
But the police should not, and indeed cannot, be ex­
pected to meet the challenge of rising juvenile crime alone. 
This is partic'ula:rly true because the police approach to 
11970 Survey of Police-Juvenile Operations, compiled 
by the International Association tif Chiefs of Police, 1970. 
2 
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crime generally focuses on the police-juvenile cont~ct after 
a delinquent act h~e been committed. This leaves unattended 
the need to focus on pre-police contact--on pre~ention of 
the delinquent act--and it is to this need that the schools 
are beginning to respond. 
In the fall of 1975, ten school districts in Portland 
initiated classes designed to teach students about the legal 
system and the basic concepts related to it such as laws, 
Justice, civil rights, etc. The explicit goal of this pro­
ject, as stated by its director, is "to improve the citizen­
ship, skil1~ and attitudes of American young people by pro­
viding them with an understanding of the law, the legal 
process and the legal system.,,2 
The theory, then, that the schools are operating under 
in their response to th~ challenge of delinquency preven­
tion, is to create more favorable attitudes towards the 
legal process and system by giving students a better under­
standing of tne process and system. The schools find a 
rationale for this theory not only from other educators but 
also from law enforcement analysts and psychologists. 
The psychologists supply the basic understanding of 
how attitudes and behavior are linked: 
2The 9regonian, Tuesday, June 17, 1975. 
3 
cAn attitude is a mental and neural st~te 'of readi­
ness" organized through experience, exerting a o.i­
rective or dynamic influence up()n the ind.ivid;ual l s 
response to all objects and situations with which it 
3is related. 
A positive attitude, then, creates positive behavior by 
"provoking behavior that is affirmative toward the object or 
class of objects with Which it is related."4 
The psychologists also offer encouragement to educa­
tors that ~y changing the cognitive component of an a'ttitude 
(by teaching a student new informatiqn about laws or police 
function), there will be reflected a change in the affective 
(how they feel about tne law and police) and, behavioral (how 
they act under the law and with police) components of the . 
studentls attitude: 
Since there is a tendency for consistency among
the components of any attitude, changes 1n the cog­
nitive component will be reflected in changes in the 
affective and behavioral components. 5 
And finally, the psychologists see the classroom as a 
good atmosphere in which to h~ndle the kind of reindoctrina­
tion that' is ,called for once an adolescent' comes to value 
3Mar~in Fishbeim, Readings in Attitude Theory and 
Measurement, p'. 8. 
4Ibid . 
SHarry Triandis, Attitude and Attl tude Change" p. 142. 
4 
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peer opinion over parental upbringing; i.e., he must become 
"a'cceptable II to have and express more favorable atti tudes 
around other teenagers. 
Law enforcement specialists like Edward Eldefons06 and 
Richard Kobetz7 also stress the'importance of the role 
schools can p~ay in terms of delinquency prevention via a 
.be.~ter understanding of laws and ~or~ favorable at'ti tudes. 
Richard Kobetz, in ·particular, addresses himself to this 
concept: 
To the extent that individuals within our s0ciety 
fail to encounter or to embrace the social, moral 
and legal codes of behavior as they are formulated 
and pronounced by SOCiety's ruling groups, the de­
linquent behavior of those persons will continue tOaviolate the personal and property rights of others. 
Kobetz continues his argument with the thought that delin­
quent juveniles cannot embrace these social, moral or legal 
codes if they do not understand them; 
Another, concept which directs our actions in deal­
ing with youth is the one which holds that juveniles 
do not understand and have not internalized the 
social, moral 'and legal codes of ourculture.9 
6Edward Eldefonso, Law Enforcement and The Youthful 
Offender,. 
7Richard Kobetz, The Police Role and Juvenile Delin­
quency. 
8Ibid., P 12. 
9I bid., P 40 . 
5 
But it is an educator himself who makes the most elo­
quent appe.l to the schools. In 1965, Dr~ Robert Portu~e, 
then a graduate assistant at the University of Cincinnati's 
College of Education, developed a project which was designed 
to assess juvenile attitudes towards law and law enforce­
ment. Dr. Portune's findings were significant. He dis­
covered that the atti tude's of Cincinnati f s early adolescents 
towards the police w'ere nonnegative until a police contact 
occurred (casual or formal), at whic,h time the attitude be­
came negative. Dr. Portune theorized from this that 'frbecause 
L
of their ignorance of the police mission and function in a 
free society, ear~y adoles~ents did not possess favorable 
attitudes sufficiently strong to survive the police con­
tact. lO Dr. Portune laid some of the blame on police offi­
cers who also reacted from ignorance about adolescents and 
so had some unfavorable attitude,s towards juveniles, but his 
main concern was with the role the schools n~eded tn play in 
order to educate students into forming better attitudes: 
Favorable attitudes toward law enforcement ... 
would seem to constitute one characteristic of the 
ngood citizen," and the development of such atti­
tudes is undoubtedly a responsibility of the 
lODr. Robert Portune, The Cincinnat~ Police-Juvenile 
At.ti tude· Project, p. 10. -- --.--­
6 
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junior high school. In any gene,~al national war on 
cr1me the compulsory school would seem -to have an 
obligation to improve the polic"e image i~ the· minds 
of its students. ll 
- It appears, then, that the consegsus of those who d~al 
with Juvenile crime, from psychologists and, educators to law 
enforcement specialists, believe that there 'is a firm basis 
to the theory that a better underst,anding of the law will 
create more favorable attitudes ~owards, the law and its en­
forcers. 
But does the theory actually work? The purpose of 
this paper is to test some of -the implications of this 
theory to see if it is indeed valid. The method for meeting 
this purpose will involve gathering data from high school 
age students concerning their attitudes towards the police, 
their general knowledge ~f laws, and whether they have taken 
a class in law's or a law-rela.ted subJect. If a relationship 
A_ 
exists between these three areas, the schools can be assured 
of having assumed a proper direction in which t~ motivate 
their energies. If no relationship exists, the reasons will 
be explored in the conclusion of this paper and 
~ 
llIbid. 
7 
recommendations will be made t,o educators for possi'Qle 
changes in the theory they are employIng tQ 'try to curb the 
rising tide of dellriquen~y. 
,,'" 

--. 
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CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
Design and Instrument 
Using the format of a sample survey, a ,questionnaire 
was designed to questl.on high schqol students', .,ages sixteen 
and seventeen, about their attitudes towards the police and 
their knowledge of laws and their civil r~ghts (see App~ndix 
A, documents section, for a copy of this questionnaire). 
The questionnaire was divided into three parts. The 
first' part contained five questions concerning demographic 
variables about the student. Here an attempt was made to 
determine the sex and age of the student, whether his par­
ents had been divorced and whether he was currently living 
in a single-parent or / two-p~rent family, and the'yearly in­
come ,level of the family. A sixth question was also in~ 
eluded in this first part to determine 'whether' the student 
had ever taken a class about laws or a law-r.elated subject. 
The information gathered from this first part of the ques­
tionnaire was designed to give a focused definition of the 
sample population (see "Sample" on page 13 of Methodology 
for a general definition taken from census tra'ct data). 
t.~~.-....... 
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The second part of the questionnaire concentrated on 
the students' attitudes towards the·police. The questions 
1n this section dealt with the students' opinions about the 
necess.ity of having police in our society, the role of the 
poli'ce, how well they do their Job, whether they discrimi­
nate, and if so, what they discriminate against, whether the 
students thi~k being a police officer is a worthwhile prb­
fession, how much training they think police receive, 
whether police understand adolescents, whether they feel they 
have been treated fairly ·or unfairly in casual (,nonarrest) 
and formal (a~rest or citation) contacts with the police. 
For this second part, readings in police-Juvenile re­
latl'ons prompted many of t~e Questions. In their attempts 
at better understanding of juveniles, law enforcement re­
searchers were particularly concerhed about the juveniles' 
lack of understanding of not only the role and function of 
police in our society, but also of the kind and amount of 
training police do receive. The ques~ion regarding police 
discrimination was on the pretest questionnaire and re­
ceived such a large "yes" response that it was decided to 
pursue this qu~stion and determine what it was that stu­
dents felt was mostly discriminated against. (The possible 
choices presented to the students were age, sex, appearance, 
race, attitude towards the police, and social class.) The 
questions regarding the fairness of treatment by the police 
10 
during casual and formal contacts were designed to elicit 
responses from the students ,regarding their direct exper­
ience with the police. 
The final part of the questionnaire dealt with the 
student's knowledge of civil rights and laws. There were 
three initial questions which assessed the student's knowl­
edge about his civil rights and seven questions about laws 
which particularly concern adolescents; i.e., hitchhiking, 
drugs~ loitering, curfew, alcohol in cars. Included with 
these laws was a question concerning a status offense in 
'which a police officer may detain a juvenile for failure to 
mind his parents. 
The questionnaire was pretested at a Portland high 
school in the spring of 1975. The pretest results showed 
that some terminology needed to be made simpler and, ,some 
questions had to be reworded to make it clearer ,whether one 
or more answers could be given to a question. The pretest 
also showed that many stu'dents did not know the yearly in­
come of their family, but the question was left in the final 
questionnaire in hopes that more answers would be received' 
ih the future. 
School "Blf was contacted in the late spring of 1975 to 
request permission fon the 'fin~l questionnaire to be given 
there. (All schools partiCipating in this study have asked 
to be coded rather than have their school names used. 
11 

Inappropriate use of survey results in the past has made 
the schools wary of adverse publicity.) School "B" was re­
luctant to have any more than one hundred questionnaires 
issued, due to the high demand from other groups and indi­
viduals for the same thing. However, a vice-principal" ,was 
very helpful in contacting the vice-principals of two other 
high schools (schools "Alf and "e") and securlng agreement 
from them to also have one hundred questionnaires given out 
in their schools. 
In October of 1975, the questiorinaires were delivered 
to the r,espective schools. Because the schools ar·e so over­
loaded with requests to participate in surveys and, again, 
because some schools have had unfavorable experiences with < 
how survey results from their schools were used, a great 
deal of deference had to be given to the schools in terms of 
,how the questionnaires were to be administered. 
Two firm commitments, though, were asked of 'each 
school: (1) that the questionnaires be given to only the 
junior class (sixt~en and seventeen year olds) and (2) that 
the questio~naires be given on a random selection basis to 
classes that ranged throughout the day and were required of 
all juniors. All the schools met the first commitment with 
no trouble. The second commitment, however, received some 
variation. School "Art used a sort of systematic random 
selection. Because this school tracks its classes by 
..-"'~~,. 
...... 
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ability, a random selection could have resulted in the ques­
tionnaire being given solely to all abo,ve average or all 
below average students. In order to avoid this, the vice­
principal of school "A" systematically separated social 
studies classes (required of all juniors) according to their 
student ability make-up, and then he randomly selected one 
class from each leyel of below average, average, and above 
average. School "B" used only one social studies teacher 
and had her administer the questionnaire to her three 
classes. ' Tnese classes did range throughout the day and 
social studies is required of all juniors at this school, 
but the fact that only one teacher was used decidedly re­
duced the randomness of selection that was aS'ked of the 
schools. School "e" best met the commitment of random selec~ 
tion. As wit~ the other two schools, social studies were 
required of all juniors and from the available sopial 
stud,ies ciasses, the vice-principal made a random selection 
of three classes ranging from morning to afternoon and being 
taught by different teachers. 
The questionnaires were left with the schools, to be 
administered by the teachers. Within ten days, all of the 
questionnaires were completed and had been'collected for the 
data analysis. 
-...... 
"-, 
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Rarnple 
School "B" was originally picked because the location 
enables it to draw students from a diversity of socio­
economic backgrounds. The additio.n of school itA" momen­
tarily changed the well-rounded representation of school 
"Bls" student base, since school "A" draws its students from 
lower economic backgrounds. But the final addition of 
school "c" swung the sample back to a more representative 
base by including generally higher soclo-economicneighbor­
hoods. 
After contacting the Portland School District Informa­
tion Center and receiving a map of Portland school districts, 
the school districts were matched to the census tracts on 
the map available in the 1970 Census of ,Population and Hous­
ing. Since the school dis.tricts do not match the census 
tracts, thi.s was. a very exacting task involving difficult 
decisions in ,some cases as to whether a district line in-
eluded some or any of a particular census tract. In addi­
tion, the information in this census is five years old, but 
it ~s the most recent census that has been taken. For these 
reasons, then, it has to be noted that the following informa­
tion about the area each of the high schools draws its 
students from is only a general representation of that area. 
-..­
14 
(For the specific sample population of students answering 
the questionnaire, see Chapter III, "Results," page 18.) 
Sch~ol flA." Using a composite of the twelve census 
tracts that school "A" draws students from, eight have a 
Caucasian population with less than 1 per cent non­
Caucasian. Three tracts have greater than 1 per cent (but 
still not over 2 per cent) non-Caucasian., One tract, how­
ever, has a 54 per cent non-Caucasian population. Of the 
families in this area, 80 per cent are headed by both a hus­
band and ~ wife, while 16 per cent are headed by a female 
only; the remainlng 4 per cent are headed by "other male 
head. "* Approximately 52 per cent (ranging from 38 ,per 
cent to 69 per cent) of the adults over twenty-five have 
completed thetr high school education. The two most common 
occupations for the people who live in this area are 
clerical arid service worke.rs.** The yearly income range 
for the area falls between $4,682 and $12,687. 
School "B." Using a composite of the ten census tract 
areas that comprise this school's district, eight have a 
Caucasian population with less than 1 per cent non-Caucasian. 
*"Other male heaq." defined by the Census as "male \'~ho 
heads 'household but Is not related to family by blood or 
marriage." 
**"Servlce worke:rs" defined as "cleaning and food ser­
vice, protective service, personal and health service." 
... -...~ .... 
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Two tracts have over 1 per cent non-Caucasian, but in 
neither of these tracts is this population over 2 'per cent. 
Of the marital status of the families in the area, 85 per 
cent of the, families are headed by both a husband and a wife, 
while,13 per cent are headed by a female only, (the remain­
ing 2 per cent are headed by "other male head fl ). Of the 
adults in this area wh,o are over twenty-five years of age, 
approximately 57 per cent (ranging from 34 per cent to 82 
per cent) have completed high school. The two most common 
profeSSions for those who live in this area are clerical and 
craftsmeQ.* The yearly income range for the area falls be­
tween $9,256 and $15,281. 
School "C. If, This school draws its students from nine 
census tracts. Caucasians are 1n the clear majority as all 
nine tracts contain less than one-half of 1 per 'cent non­
Caucasian. Ninety per cent of the families in this area are 
headed by, both a husband and a wife, while 8 per cent are 
headed by a female alone (the remaining'2 per 'cent are 
headed by "other male head"). Of those adults who ~re over 
twenty-five, approximately 81 per cent (ranging from 70 per 
cent to 91 per cent) have completed their high school educa­
tion. Clerical and professional are the two most common 
*"Craftsmen ll defined as "construction 'craftsmen, 
mechanics, and,repairmen." 
10 
occupations of those who live in this area. The" yearly in­
come ranges from $11,341 to $19,843. 
Again, it should be noted that the above demographic 
data concerning each school1s area should be viewed as 
approximations due to the census tract information being 
five years old and the difficulty which resulted when school 
districts and census tract areas did not exac~~y match. 
Data Analysis 
After the questionnaires were collected from the 
schools, they were coded by school and an identification 
number was assigned eacn individual questionnaire. The data 
was then key-punched and a tally program was run to generate 
frequency tables. From the frequency tables the attitudes 
and knowle,dge of laws of the total student sample from each 
school could be ascertained (see Tables V through XXIX, 
Chapter 'III, "Results"). A second program was run to com­
pute each student1s individual score on the questions re­
garding knowledge of laws (see Table XXXV, Appendix B). 
In addition to individual scores, 'this program also gave 
a mean score by school. A mean kn0wledge score was then 
computed for each student who said he had taken a pre­
vious class about laws, and these means were compared with 
the mean knowledge scores of those students who had not 
taken such a class (see Table XXX, Chapter III, "Results") . 
..::::: 
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Finally, the students who, had taken a pr€vious law 
class were again singled out and their attitude responses 
were tallied. The number and per cent of these students' 
responses (in terms of favorable or negative attitudes) were 
then compared with the number and per eent of students re­
sponding who had not taken a previous law elas's (see Tables 
XXXVI through XL, Appendix B). 
~' 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
The data from the questionnaires will be presented in 
tables. Any information not found in tables 1n this section 
can be located in the Appendix. 
Due to computer rounding, sQme percentage tot~ls are 
slightly more or less than one hundred per cent. 
Background 
Of the three scpools participating in the study, the 
breakdown of the sex and age range of the responding stu­
dents is as follows: 
School '~A' a" responding student populat,ion is 43 per 
cent male and 57 per cent female (see Table XXXI, .Appendix· 
B) • .The ag~ range for this s.chool is from fifteen to nine­
teen years. The percentage of respondents 1s .fai.rly evenly 
distributed over the fifteen to seventeen year olds, with 
only a small number of eighteen and· nineteen year olds. Of 
the three schools, school "All has the largest percentage of 
responding students who are fifteen years old (see Table 
·XXXI~ J Appendix B). 
SChool nB'slI responding student population is 41 per 
cent male a:~d 59 'per cent female (see Table XXXI, Appendi~ 
.;:;:;.­
~....,...,-..... ­
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B). The age range for this school is from fifteen to 
eighteen years of age. The sixteen and seventeen year olds 
are the majority with only a small number of fifte~n and 
eighteen year aIds (see Table XXXII, Appendix B). 
School ftCls" responding student population is 63 per 
cent male, 37 per cent female (see Table XXXI, Appendix B). 
The age range for this school is also from fifteen to 
eighteen years. As with school IrBrr the majority of students 
are sixteen and seventeen years old, although in this school 
ne" the slxteen year aIds are predominant. There are few 
fifteen and eighteen year 'olds (see Table XXXII, Appendix 
B) • 
In all three schools, approximately one-third of the 
students responding .are not currently living with both their 
natural parents: 
TABLE I 
ARE YOU CURRENTLY LIVING WITH BOTH YOUR 
NATURAL FATHER AND MOTHER? 
School "A" School HB" Bchool "e'l 
Answers # % # % 
Yes 58 63 70 64 73 67 
No 34 ·37 40 36 36 33 
~"'''''''*k.~ 
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These students who are not living with both thefr 
natural parents were asked with whom they were living, and 
al.though 13 per cent of the 26 per cent of students res,pond­
ing from school "'A rr said they were in a two-parent family, 
"mother, and step-father,fI both school "BIf and school, "c" 
had most of their students (18 per cent out of 37 per cent 
for school "BIf and 17 per cent ~ut .of 33 per cent for school 
"ell) living in single-par~nt "mother only" families: 
TABLE II 
IF YOU ARE NOT CURRENT~Y LIVING WITH BOTH 
YOU,R NATURAL PARENTS, WITH WHOM ARE ' 
YOU CURRENTLY 'LIVING? 
School "AU School fiB" School "c" 
Answers "# % 11 ~ # % 
Mother 
only . 8 9 20 18 19 17 
Fath,er 
only . 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Mother and 
Step­
father . . 12 13 10 9 9 8 
Father and 
Step­
mother 3 3 4 4 3 3 
Other • 11 12 5 5 5 5 
''"''~"", 
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The income level for each school corresponded closely 
with the 1970 Census data--school "A" had the lowest income 
level, school "Bu had a middle income level, and school "C" 
had the highest level. It should be noted, though, tha~ the 
"no response" to this income question ranged from 15 per 
cent to 23 per cent for the schools. 
TABLE III 
WHAT IS THE YEARLY INCOME LEVEL 
OF YOUR FAMILY 
School "All School liB" School "c" 
.~Answers .11 ~ 11 11 % 
Under 
$5,000 . . . 9 10 1 1 1 l' 
$5,000­
$10,000 27 29 18 16 11 10 
$10,000 ­
$15,000 26 28 29 26 24 22 
$.15,000 ­
Above . . . 16 17 37 34 52 48 
No re­
sponse • . . 14 15 25 23 21 19 
An important finding resulted from the last que'stien 
on the background part of the questionnaire. This question 
asked students if they had ever taken a class devoted en­
tirely to studying laws or law-related subjects. Fifty-four 
22 
per cent of the students from sQhoo1 "B" responded "yes," 
while only 25 per cent of school IIA's" students said "yes," 
and even fewer students (15 per cent) from school "c u re­
sponded "yes. 1I 
TABLE IV 
HAVE YOU EVER TAKEN A CLASS IN SCHOOL DEVOTED 
ENTIRELY TO TEACHING YOU AEQUT LAWS OR. 
LAW-,RELATED SUBJECTS LIKE 
CIVIL RIGHTS? 
School uA" School "B" School "c" 
Answers # % 7! % f/: % 
Yes . . . 23 25 59 54 16 15 
No . . . 68 74 49 45 93 85 
No response . 1 1 2 1 0 0 
Attitudes 
There are two major patterns concerning the students' 
attitudes which should be noted before looking at the indi­
vidual attitude questions. First, there is a fairly con­
sistent similarity in the responses of the students from all 
three schools. Second, although the attitude responses were 
........... ­
so often simila.r, the students from school 
sligntly more positively on a continuum. 
"B" answered 
23 
TABLE. Y 
DO YOU THINK IT IS NECESSARY TO 
POLICE IN OUR SOCIETY? 
HAVE 
School "A" Sehool "B" School "C" 
Answers # % # % Ii % 
Yes . . . . . 77 84 104 95 102 94 
Only in 
some in­
stances 15 16 5 5 5 5 
No . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No response • 0 0 0 0 2 1 
All the students generally responded favorably to this 
question with an unconditional "yes." School "A" did have 
more students that qualified their "yes" response with "only 
in some instances." None of the students felt that police 
were unnec·essary in our society. 
24 
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TABLE VI 

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FUNCTION 

OF THE POLICE? 

School "A" School "B" School "C" 
Answers 11 ~ # ~. # ~ 
Catch1ng
cr1m1nals 2 2 4 4 2 2 
Enf.orcing
laws 19 21· 26 24 21 19 
Pun1sh1ng law­
breakers 4 4 0 0 2 2 
Ma1nta1ning 
order . . . . 23 25 27 25 31 28 
Protect1ng
people and 
property 40 44 47 43 48 44 
No respons'e 4 4 6 6 5 5 
Th1s 1s an example of the s1m1larity of response among 
the schools. The percentage of response for each possible 
police functi,on was very much the same for 'each school. 
'The very negative police function of Ifpunishing law­
breake~s" was chosen by the least number of students. 
Another police function which 1s not negative but that sug­
gests a more ,aggressive functio~--"catching crimlnals"--also 
had a low response from a1-l students. "Enforcing laws" and 
\ 
~ 
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"maintaining order"--police functions which are considered 
authoritarian but less aggressive--reoeived the next most 
frequent response. The police function which had-the high­
est re-sponse from all schools was "protecting people and 
property, It a less authoritarian and almost -benevolent func­
tion. 
TABLE VII 
HOW WELL DO YOU THINK THE POLICE DO 
THEIR JOB OF ,PROTECTING PEOPLE? 
School "-Aft -School IfB" School "C" 
Answers 11 ~ 11 ~ # it 
Excellent • 4 4 4 4 3 3 
Good · . . . . 27 29 61 55 50 46 
Fair · . . . . 43 47 35 32 43 39 
Poor · . . . . 17 18 .8 7 12 11 
No response • • 1 1 2 2 1 1 
Since so many of the students felt this protecting 
people was the most important police function, their re­
sponse to this question is pertinent 1n discerning their 
attitude towards the police. Again, th~ similarity of re­
sponse is evident in that none of the schools had over 4 per 
cent 6f the student-s give the police a rating of "excellent." 
-------
----
---
............... 
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Here, though, the students from school "B" begin to pace 
themselves ahead of the other schools as 55 per 
\ 
cent of the 
students respond that the pollce do at least a "good tf j,ob of 
protecting people. The students from school "c" gave the 
next most frequent "good" response (46 per cent), while stu­
dents from school "A" most frequently responded with only 
"fair" (47 per cent). The students from school "An also 
reported more "poor" job performance (18 p~r cent) than ' 
students from el ther school "B" 
sponse to "poor"--".7 per cent), 
(which had t,he lowest 
or school "e" (11 per 
re­
cent). 
TABLE VIII 
HOW WELL DO YOU THINK THE POLICE DO 
THEIR JOB OF ENFORCING LAWS? 
School ItA" School "B" School "c" 

Answe·rs # ~ # ~ # % 

Excellent . 2 2 7 6 5 5 
Good 36 39 66 60 58 53
· · · 
. 
· 
Fair 46 50 31 28 37 34
· · · 
Poor 7 4 4 7 .6
· · · 
. • 
No response • 1 1 2 2 2 2• 
This police function was also 'considered to. be impor­
tant by many students. Again, the students from all schools 
---
---
--
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were reluctant to give the police a rating of "excellent." 
And again, students from school "B" and school "e" gave them 
a "good" rating with students from school "B" responding 
"good" with the greatest frequency (60 per cent). Students 

from school "A" continued" to give the police only a "fair" 

rati~g (50 per cent). 

This response differed from the students' evaluation 

of how well the police protect people in that the students 

'generally responded less to the "poor" rating for enforcing 
laws. The students, then, rated the police's Job performance 
in enforcing laws better than their performance in protecting 
people. 
TABLE IX 
DO YOU THINK THE POLICE TREAT 
EVERYONE THE SAME? 
-..-.. -­
School "A" School "B" School "e" 
Answers # ~ # $« # % 
Yes . . . . 12 13 7 6 8 7 

Sometimes . 32 35 42 38 "29 27 

No . . . . . . 47 51 59 54 72 66 

No respo,nse . . 1 1 2 2 0 0 

- . 
Thfs question was asked, not to determine an attitude 

stance so much as to act as a preamble for a question 
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concerning what it is students feel police discriminate 
against--a more relevant concern in determ~ning student 
attitudes. 
An interesting result which should be noted is that 
where students from school "A" gave the police only ~'fairrr 
ratings for job performance in prot~cting people and en­
forcing laws (see Tables VII 'and VIII), they answered--wi th 
more frequency (13 per cent) than students from school Ita" 
(6 per cent) or school "c" (7 per cent) --·that "yes," police 
do treat everyone the same. Conversely, where school "B" 
and school "err had given the police "good" ,job ratings, they 
answered w'i th the most frequency (school nB" 54 per cent, 
school "c" 66 per cent) that uno," police do not treat 
everyone the same. 
----
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TABLE X 
WHAT ARE THE TWO THINGS THE POLICE 
MOST DISCRIMINATE AGAINST? 
School "A" School "Bff School "e" 
Answers # ~ ." ~ 11 % 
Age . . 
· · · 
24 26 44 40 40 38 
Sex . 4 4 6 6 4 4 
.Race . 
· · · 
24 27 19 17 22 21­
Appearance 33 36 48 ·44 51 46 
Attitude 
towards 
police . 50 55 55 49 39 36 
Social 
elas's 
· · · 
10 11 14 13 15 14 
No response • 15 17 17 15 31 28 
The students were given six possible answers to this 
question and were asked to pick two that they felt the police 
most discriminated against. The number of responses were 
added together and percentages were -figured on the total 
number of responses for each answer. 
Overall, the students gave very similar responses. 
"Sex" received the least response from all the students, 
"soc1al elass tt was the next lowest, followed by "race." 
"Age" and "appearance" were very close and rec.eived a fairly 
-.......... 
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large response. "Attitude towards the police" was the most 
frequent response from students at two of the three 
schools--'t-A" (55 per cent) and "B" (49 per cent) .. Students 
from school "e" answered "appearance" the most often (46 per 
cent) . 
Individually', students from school "A" differentiated 
themselves by ~espond1ng more f~equently than the students 
from the other schools that "race" was discriminated against 
(27 per cent), and least frequently that "age" was discrim­
inated against (26 per cent). Students from school liB" dif­
ferentiated themselves by responding most frequently to 
"attitude towards the police" (49 per cent), and next most 
frequently to "appearance" (44 per cent). Students from 
school "e" responded differently in that "app~arance" was 
the most frequent response (46 per cent), followed by "age" 
(38 per Cel1t). 
Important to note, finally; is the fact that students 
from at least two of the three schools--"A" and "B"--were 
well aware of the importance of their own attitude towards 
the police in terms of how the police will react to them. 
.. 
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TABLE XI 
DO YOU THINK THAT BEING A POLICEMAN 
IS A WORTHWHILE PROFESSION? 
School "A" School "B" School "e" 
Answers 11 ~ .# % /I % 
- -­
.---_....- ._--­ -
Yes . . . . . . 31 34 62 57 53 49 
Unsure 46 50 40 36 41 ' 38 
No . . . 14 15 7 6 13 12 
No response 1 1 1 1 2 1 
---=.:.=.=--=---==.~~..::..: 
Here students from school "Bff showed themselves aga1n 
as being more favorably inclined towards the police. 
Fifty-seven per cent of "B' sit, students said "yes," 
being a policeman is a worthwhile .profession (and conversely, 
a smaller percentage of school "B's" students answered "no. 1I 
Students from school "c" followed those from school 
"B" in Judging that "yes,". being a policeman is a worthwhile 
profession (49 per cent). Fifty per cent of school "A's" 
students, however, felt "unsure,r about whether it is a 
worthwhile profession. 
Another quest10n, also on the quest'1onnaire, relates 
to the worthiness of the policeman's Job. This question ts, 
"Have you ever cons1dered a career as a pol~ceman or police­
woman?" (See Table XXXllt, Appendix B.) The answers were 
--::---' 
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interesting 1n that all the students responded with almost 
the exact same low percentage to the reply "yes and still 
dQ" (16 per cent for school nA," 14 per cent for school "B," 
14 per cent for school "e"). The majority response for all 
students--although varying this time in percentage--was "no 
and still don't" (46 per cent for school "A," 34 per cent for 
school "B, II 37 per c'ent for school "e"). The .indication 
here is that the students' consideration of the worthiness 
of the profession does not seem to affect whether they would 
choose it as a career. 
TABLE XII 
DO YOU THINK THAT POLICE IN GENERAL 
UNDERSTAND ADOLESCENTS? 
School "A" School "B" School "e" 
Answers # % # S«. 11 5t 
Yes .• . . . 16 17 25 23 16 15 
Somewhat 61 66 76 '69 75 69 
No . . . 15 16 8 7 14 13 
No response • 0 0 1 1 4 4 
Students from school "B" continued their trend towards 
more favorable attitudes in their response to this question 
a1'80--23 per cent of students from school ,"B" answered "yes, ft 
police understand adolescents, and only 7 per cent answered 
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"no." Students from school "A" and school "e" responded 
about the same to this question, (school "A, tr 17 per cent 
"yes," and 16 per cent "no"; school "C," 15 per cent "yes," 
and 13 per cent Hno"), which is different from other ques­
"e tttions when school followed closely behind'school "B" 
with school irA" responding least positively. 
TABLE XIII 
HOW MUCH SPECIAL POLICE TRAINING DO YOU THINK 
POLICE RECEIVE ;BEFORE THEY ARE 
. PUT ON THE FORCE? 
----_ .. .-..- .. ---~---
School "A" School ItBfI School "e" 
Answe·rs .# .% # ~ .# % 
.--­
A lot . . . . 65 71 94 85 86 79 
Some 19 21 14 13 17 16 
A little 7 8 1 1 1 1 
None 0 0 0 0 1 1 
No response . 1 1 1 1 4 4 
The response to this question is inte·resting. Whereas 
the students had differed on how well the pollce do their 
job, whether their profession is worthwhile, and if they 
understand adolescents, they all felt that the pollee re­
ceive a lot of special training before they are put on the 
force. 
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TABLE XIV 
HOW MANY CASUAL CONTACTS HAVE 
YOU HA,D WITH POLICE? 
School "A" School "B" School Ii C" 
Answers 11 % 71 % # % 
Many 
{over 15} 13 14 20 18 10 9 
Moderate 
(8-15) . . . 16 17 16 15 24 22 
Few 
(1-8 ) ., . . . 49 53 65 59 67 61 
None . 13 ' 14 8 7 8 7 
No response 1 1 1 1 0 0 
This question was designed to elicit information about 
how often teenagers are coming into contact with the police 
on an informal, nonthreatening basis (see Questionnaire, 
Appendix A, for a more detailed definition of a casual con­
tact). 
As wtth the attitude responses, there was a similarity 
of respon~e among the students. A "few" contacts (one to 
eight) was the most frequent response from all students (53 
per cent for school "A u; 59 per cent for·schoo1 nS"; 61 
per cent for school "e"). 
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School "A" distinguished itself from the other two 
schools by a much larger response of "no 'casual contacts." 
School "c" differentiated itself by a moderately lower re­
sponse to "many" contacts (9' per cent) than either school 
"A" (14 per cent) or school "B" (18 per cent). 
TABLE XV 

IN THESE CASUAL CONTACTS WITH THE POLICE, 

HOW HAVE YOU BEEN TREATED? 

School "A" School. "B" School "e" 

Answers # St # ~ # %

---. 
Very fairly • 23 25 56 51 29 27
· 

Fairly . 42 46 39 35 58 53

· · · 
Unfairly 6 7 .3 3 7 6
· · · 
Very unfairly . 5 5 1 1 4 4 
No response 3 3 2 2 3 3 
Does nqt

apply. No 

casual con­
tacts . 
· · · 
13 14 8 7 8 7 
Here students from school "B" showed a considerably 
more favorable response with 51 per cent of the students· 
answering that they had been "very fairly" treated by the 
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pollee in casual contacts. (School "A" had.a 25 per cent 
tf very fairly" response, school "c" a 27 per cent "very 
fairly"). 
Adding together the percentages of. "very fairlyfl and 
"fairly" responses, 71 per cent of the students from school 
flAil expressed that they received favorable treatment from 
the police, 86 per cent of the students'f:rom school "Bn 
expressed favorable treatment, and 80 per .cent of the stu­
dents from school "c" judged their treatment as favorable. 
TABLE XVI 
HAVE YOU EVER BEEN PICKED UP, CITED, 
DETAINED, OR AljRESTED BY' 
THE POLICE? 
School "Au School "B" School "e" 
Answers # % 71 ~. # ~ 
Yes . . . . . 37 40 47 43 49 45 
No . . . 54 59 62 56 60 55 
No response . 1 1 1 1 0 0 
The trend towards similarity of response showed up 
clearly here. All of the stUdents were just about evenly 
divided o~ this question. A. little over 40 per cent of the 
students from each of the schools had been picked up, cited, 
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detained or arrested by the police, while a little over 50 
pe'r cent of the students from each school had not had this 
formal contact with the police. 
TABLE XVII 

HOW MANY FORMAL CONTACTS HAVE YOU 

HAD WITH THE POLICE? 

Answers
-_. 
School 
# 
"Alf 
% 
School 
# 
"BIf 
% 
School 
# 
"C ft 
% 
Many
(over 15) 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Moderate 
(B-15) 
· · 
. 2 2 4 4 2 2 
Few (I-B) . 
· · 
. 33 36 42 3B 46 42 
No response 4 4 0 0 0 0 
Does not 
apply. No 
formal con­
tacts . 
· 
· . 54 59 62 56 60 55 
Of the students who had had formal contact with the 
police, the trend towards similar experiences continued with 
most of the students responding that they had had a "few" 
(1-8) formal contacts 'with the police (36 per cent for 
school ItA"j 38 per ~ent for school "B"; 42 per cent for 
school "c It ) • 
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TABLE XVIII 
HOW WERE yOU TREATED BY THE POLICE 
DURING THESE FORMAL CONTAC~S? 
School "Art S<:!hool "B" School "elf 
Answers # % 71 5t 11- ~ 
Very fairly 4 4 10 9 9 8 
Fairly 15 16 21 19 19 17 
Unfairly 
. '. . 13 14 9 8 13 12 
Very unfairly . 4 4 5 5 6 6. 
No r~sponse 3 3 2 2 2 2. 
Does not 
apply. No 
formal 
police con­
tacts . . . 54 59 62 56 60 55 
Students from school liB" did not come out as notice­
ably ahead in positive responses here as they did in their 
responses concerning treatment in casual contacts. 
Again, adding together the "very fairly" and "fairly" 
responses made by the students, students from school "B" had 
a 28 per cent favorable treatment response; students from 
school "e" had a 25 per cent response, and students from 
school "A" had a 20 per cent response. 
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Interesting here 1s that each of the ,schools had al­
1J10st the same percen~ag'e of students answering "very un­
fairly" (4 per cent for school "A"; 5 per cent for school 
liB"; and 6 per cent for school "c")" 
TABLE XIX 
WERE YOU INVOLVED IN AN ACT,IVITY yOU KNEW 
TO BE ILLEGAL WHEN YOU HAD FORMAL 
CONTACT WITH THE POLICE? 
Rchool itA" School' "B" S.ch001 n c" 

Answers <'II '%
# ~ II ~ 

Yes . . 18 20 29 26 30 28 

Unsure it was 

illegal .•• 5 5 4 4 8 7 

No 12 13' 13 12 11 10 
No response 4 4 1 1 o ·0 
Does not 

apply. No 

formal 

police'con­

tacts ...• 54 59 62 56 60 
 55 
= 
Of the students who had had formal.po11ce contact, most 
knew that the1r act1v1ty was 11legal (20 per cent for Bchool 
"A"; 26 per cent fot' Bohool "Bnj 28 per cent for school 
"c lf ), 
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The students who did not know their activity was il­
legal, or who were unsure that it w~s illegal, were asked to 
briefly explain what they had been doing. Responses were 
tallied and placed into general categories of "tootor of­
fenses" {speeding, improper use of a car, missing tail· light, 
etc.}, tlstatus offenses" (curfew, running away from home, 
etc.), Upedestrian offenses u (hitchhiking, Jaywalking) and 
"other" (trespassing, drugs, being stopped for questioning 
by police, witness to a crime, etc.) •. 
Students from school "An had most of their responses 
equally divided between the "motor offenses" and "other lf 
categories. Students from school tlBII had most of their re­
sponses in Umotor offer:ses." Students from school "e" had 
most of their responses in the "otherlf category. (See Table 
XXXIV, Appendix B.) 
Knowledge of Laws 
The trend towards sim~larity of response among the 
students that was found in the attitude section was con­
tinued in this section on laws. Students from school riB" 
continued to often show a higher percentage of correct ans­
wers but only by a very small margin. In fact, in this 
section, students from school "B"'often also had the largest 
,.. 
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percentage of incorrect answers. The trend shown in the 
a tti tude section, for students from school !'C" to follow 
students from school "B" was also not as consistent in this 
section on laws. 
The law questions were designed to cover three areas: 
civil rights, general laws, and status offenses. The civil 
rights questions were well understood by the students, except 
trial by jury which the students did feel to be a right of 
juveniles even though it is not. The general laws were well 
understood also, the law pertaining to the 'sale of marijuana 
being the most often missed. And finally, the question 
dealing with a status offense--a policeman detaining a juve­
nile for failure to mind his parents--was missed by most 
students from all of the schools. 
To conclude, the tables will be pres~nted'as such-~ 
ftrst the three civil rights Questions" then the general law 
questio~, in the order of how well students responded. 
(This will hopefully give the reader-a better appreciat~on 
, ' 
for how well many teenagers do understand some laws and how 
other laws remain unclear to them.) And last, the status 
offense question and its response. The correct answer to 
the Question has been placed in 'parenthe'ses a t the end of 
the Question for the benefit of the reader. 
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TABLE XX 
WHEN STOPPED BY THKPOLICE FOR A NONTRAFFIC 

OFFENSE, A JUVENILE IS 'REQUIRED TO GIVE 

ONLY HIS NAME, AGE, AND ADDRESS (TRUE) 

School "A" School "B" Rchool "c" 
Answers # ~ 11 5' 11 ~ 
True . 
· · · · 
55 60 73 66 53 49 
False 32 35 33 30 55 50 
No response 5 5 4 4 1 1 
Here school flA" (60 per cent) and school "B" (66 per 
cent) had the ,hIghest percentage of their students respond-' 
ing correctly to the statement. Only 49 per cent of the 
students from school "c" responded correct·ly ~ 
TABLE XXI 
IF A JUVENIEE CANNOT AFFORD A LAWYER BUT HE 

REQUE~TS TO HAVE OijE, THE COURT MUST 

APPOINT A LAWYER TO REPRESENT HIM 

(TRUE) 
School nA" School "Bit ~chbol "c" 
Answers 71 ~ 71 % ?f % 
True . 78 85 100
· · · · 
91 85 78 
False 10 89 7 23 21
· · · · 
No response 5 5 2 2 1 1 
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The students respo~ded similarly to this statement 
with a majority 'of them showing an awareness of this civll 
right (85 per' cent for school II A"; 91 per cent for school 
"B"; 78 per cent for school "crt).. Students from school "B" 
exhibited the high'est percentage correct and it was students 
from school IrA" this time who were the closest follower-up 
in ~ercef1tage correct . 
. TABLE XXII 
A JUVENILE HAS THE RIGHT TO A JURY TRIAL 
(FALSE) . 
School "A" School "B" School It e'f 
Answers # % # % # % 
True . . . . . 57 62 57 52 61 56 I 
I 
·1 
False 29 32 47 43 46 42 
No response 6 6 5 5 2 2 
Here most of the students from each school responded 
i ncorrec t ly .( 62 per cent for school "A"; 52 per cent for 
school "B"; 56 per cent for school "C"). Students from 
. school "B" (43 per cent) and school "en (42 per cent) had. 
almost the same percentage who did answer correctly, while 
students from school "A" (32 per cent) fell consid~rably 
short of this percentage. 
<; 
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TABLE XXIII 
IT IS LEGAL TO DRINK ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
IN A MOVING CAR (FALSE) . 
School "A" School "B" School "C" 
.~Answers # % 71 ~ 11 
True . 11 12 21 19 10 9 
False 76 83 87 79 99 91 
No response 5 5 2 2 0 0 
This law was the one best understood by the students 
from all the schools. Students from school "c" took the 
lead here, though, with the largest percentage (91 per cent) 
of correct answers. Conversely, students from school "Bit 
lagged behind all the other schools here in the percentage 
of students answering correctly. 
TABLE XXIV 
, 
THE CURFEW HOUR IN PORTLAND FOR 14-17 YEAR 

OLDS ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS IS 

12:00 MIDNIGHT (TRUE) 
School "Aft School "B" School "C" 
Answers li % 71 % ____1f__..L-
True . 71 77 89 81 84 77 
False . . . . 12 13 20 18 24 22 
No response 9 9 1 1 1 1 
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The curfew law appeared to be well understood by teen­
agers from all the schools. Students from school "B" re­
gained their position as most correct respondent here (81 
per cent) with students from schools "B" and "c" responding 
equally (77 per cent). 
TABLE XXV 
.. A JUVENILE IS GUILTY OF THE 'CRIME OF LOITERING 
IF HE HANGS AROUND A SOHOOLBUILDING OR 
GROUNDS WITHOUT HAVING A REASON FOR 
BEING THERE (TRUE) 
Answers 
School 
# 
"A rr %. School #
_.­
"B" 
~ 
-
School 
11, 
"c" 
~ 
True . . . . . 73 79 78 71 78 72 
False . . . . 13 14 27 25 28 26 
No response 6 6 5 5 3 3 
-----..----­
Students from school trAtr had the highest correct re­
sponse to this question (79 per cent). Students from schools 
"B" and flC" were almost equal both in their percentage cor­
rect and incorrect. 
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TABLE XXVI 
IT IS LEGAL IN OREGON TO HITCHHIKE IF YOU 

ARE STANDING ON THE CURB OR OFF THE 

SHOULDER OF THE HIGHWAY (TRUE) 

School itA" School "B" School "c I.r 
Answers # % # % # % 
..__.. 
True . ,. 57 62 .. 84 76 77 71 
False 29 32 24 22 29 26
· · · · 
No response 6 6 2 2 3 3 
The students continued to exhibit an above average 
knowledge of laws as a substantial number of students from 
all the schools answered this question correctly (62 per cent 
for school "A"; 76 per cent for schpol "B"j 71 per cent for 
school "C U ). 
TABLE XXVII 
THE POLICE CAN STOP AND SEARCH THB INSIDE OF 

A eAR WITHOUT A WARRANT IF THEY' SUSPECT 

THERE ARE DRUGS IN THE CAR (TRUE) 

School "A II School "·B tI School "c" 
Answers 11 % ." % '11 '% 
----. 
True . 61 66 70 64 68 62
· · · · 
False 25 27 35 32 41 38
· · · · 
No respon~e 6 7 5 5 0 0 
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This law indicated a kind of police discretionary 
power that stud~nts seemed to be less aware of. Although 
close to 60 per cent of the students.from all the schools 
did answer the question correctly, it was with less assur­
ance--as indicated by the now larger percentage of students 
responding incorrectly (27 per cent for. school "Au; 32 pell 
cent for school "Bn; 38 per cent for school "c,t). 
TABLE XXVIII 

IN OREGON, TO RELL MARIJUA~A IS ONLY. 

A MISDEMEANOR IF IT IS LE~S THAN 

AN OUNCE (FALSE) 

"B rrSchool nAif School ~chool "c" 
Answers # % # % # % 
~.-,---
True . . . . . 59 64 78 71 55 5.0 
False . . . . 26 29 31 28 53 49 
No response 7 7 1 1 1 1 
Thts law concerning the sale of marijuana turned out 
to be the least understood of all the laws. It should be 
noted here, though, that the students could have missed the 
"to sell '.' and read the Question as "to possess" --which is 
1n fact only a misdemeanor if less than an ounce. Rtudents 
from school "e" had the largest corr.ect response (49 per 
" ... ,,~ 
~""'fI>-""''''_''''''.Iq~_ 1 
48 
cent) . Students frOm se,heels HA" (29 per cent) a'nd "B" 
(g8 per cent) had considerably lower- eerrect responses. 
TABLE XXIX 

THE POLICE MAY DETAIN A JUVENILE FOR 

FAILURE TO MIND HIS PARENTS (TRUE) 

Schoel "A" SchoGl liB" School "c" 
Answers #- % 7f ~ f!: 5t 
True . . . . . 42 46 28 25 52 48 
Fa~se 44 48 76 69 55 50 
No response 6 6 6 6 2 2 
Again, a law' which involved an extra amount ef police 
discretien and pewer was net well under~teod by the students. 
This law applies onl:y to Juveniles--and so. is a st'atus of­
fense--yet less than 50 ,per cent of the students frem each 
scheel were aware that this is actually a'law (46 per cent 
frem' sclleel "A If; 25 per cent from scheel "B"; 48 per cent 
frem schoel "C rr ). 
Students frem scheel fiB" had the lowest cerrect re­
spense to. this questien (25 per cent) •. Students frem 
scheol'S "AU' and "C" were very clese in thetr percentage ef 
correct and inc,errect respenses. 
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Law Class--Knowledge of Laws 
Individual student scores from the knowledge of law 
section were determined (see Table XXXV, Appendix B) and a 
mean scor>e for each school was computed. By comparing the 
mean score for those students who had taken a previous class 
in laws with the mean score for all students, it was shown 
that the students who had taken a course in laws did not db 
any better on the knowledge questions. 
TABLE XXX 
THE MEAN SCORE ON THE KNOWLEDGE OF LAW 

SECTlON OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

.-----------------­
School "Au School "B" School "c" 
% % % 
Mean score for all 
students taking 
. test . • • • • • . • 62 62 63 
Mean score for those 
students who had 
law class . • • • • 61 62 62 
50 
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In fact, the mean score for those w'ho took the class 
in laws and those who did not was the same percentage for 
students front school '''B'' and even a very slightly low-er per­
centage for those who took the class at schools "A" and 
"c." 
Even though the students from school IIBu were often 
slightly higher percentage-wise on the law questions, the 
school had a wide range of responses which often included 
the highest percentage incorrect, thus explaining why the 
mean for school flB u was similar to the mean for schools "An 
and "c." 
Law Class--Attitudes 
The results in this s-ection are very va.rie~ (see 
Tables XXXVI-XL, Appendix B) ..For school "A.", tnere were no 
conclusive results linking pos1tive attitudes to a previous 
law class. In four out of f1ve of the att1tude questions, 
those students who had taken a previous class in law did 
respond with a larger percentage of favorable attitudes 
but they also responded with a larger percentage of unfavor-. 
able attitudes. (The last remaining attitude question was 
answered more positively by the students who had not taken 
a previous class in laws.) 
\.?"" 
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For school "B" there was more eVidence- to link the 
class and attitudes as three out of the five attitude ques­
tions were .answered more positively and less negatively by 
students who had taken a previous class in laws. For the 
two remaining attitude questions, the students who had not 
taken a class 1n laws answered more positively. For school 
liCit everyone of the five att1tude questions was answered 
more pos1t1vely by students who had not taken a class 1n 
laws. 
\ 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Does a better understanding of the law create more 
favorable 'attitudes towards the law and its enforcers? The 
answer would appear to be no, it does not. The findings'of 
this study indicate that the students who had taken a pre­
vious class in laws or a law-related subject did not express 
more favorable attitudes towards the police than those stu­
dents who had not taken a previous class in laws. The prob­
lem with this conclusion--and the reason why this researcher 
reels compelled to use "appears tf to be no connection between 
an understan.ding of laws and atti tudes--is' that the students 
who had taken the previous class in laws also did not ex­
hibit a better understanding of laws than those students 
without the class. Thus, the door is left open to the de­
bate that since the students did not gain a better knowledge 
of laws, it is not a fair test of the theory which purports 
the existence of a relationship between a better understand­
ing of laws and more favorable attitudes towards the law. 
A second finding from this study, though, does offer 
some evidence against this theory. Students from school "B" 
who had taken a previous class in laws did not exhibit a 
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better understanding of the·law but they did express--in 
three out of five attitude questions--a more favorable atti­
tude towards the police. The implication of this result is 
that the p~evious class in law or law-related subjects 
helped to create more favorable attitudes without increasing 
the students' knowledge of laws. Conversely, students f~om 
school "e" who had taken a previous class in laws or law-
related subjects answered five out of five of the attitude 
questions more negatively than those students who had not 
taken the class. Since these stUdents from school "C" also 
did not exhibit a'better or worse knowledge of laws than 
their fellow students without the class,. the ,implication 
-
again is that the class can perhaps have an effect on the 
students' attitudes without affecting their understanding of 
laws. 
This leads to two possible conclusions. First, that 
teaching laws to students simply isn't going to produce 
either a better understanding of laws or a more favorable 
attitude concerning laws. Or, second, that there a~e other 
important variables--more important than increased knowl­
edge--in the class which perhaps contribute to the creation 
of better,' or even worse, attitudes (that it· could be who 
teaches the class, or how it is taught, or what kinds of 
stUdents take such a class, or what else is in the course 
in addition to the studying of laws. Here it is relevant 
5~ 
to note that this res~archer does not know the content Of 
the law class or law-related classes which were taken by 
the stu~ents from the three high schools). 
In this researcher's opinion, the second conclusion 
is the most vali4, particularly if another qualification 1s 
added to the importance of classroom variables. - This quali­
fication is a warnine;; ,t<? ~duca~ors that theY"must also be 
aware of the important variables outside the classroom--of 
the complexity of an attitude, how it is formed and how it 
is sustained. An attitude is a relationship betwe'en, a 
person and a thing or object/person. Teachers can try to 
prepare the student part of this relationship to respond 
favorably to the objects 'and sit~ations the student encoun­
ters, but unless the objects and situations respond favor-
a·bly in r~action to the student, the attitude will modify 
or even diminish: II . attitude change will ~isappear un­
less the environment is supportive of the behavioral change 
that accompanied the attitude change."l2 
The essence of this thought, theh, is that the favor­
able attitud~s created in the classroom can be negated by 
the unpleasant experience outside the classroom. A favor­
able attitude towards the police can be modified to 'an 
12Harry Triandis, At~itude ,and Attitude Change, ,p. 82. 
~,......."",,-,w.......... 
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unfavorable attitude after an unpleasant or harassing ex­
perience with the police. 
The first recommendation to be made, then, concerns 
a future study which educators should consider. This study 
would closely examine student attitudes towards the police 
both before and after a police contact, to see if, and to 
what degree, and in what direction, stUdent attitudes change 
after a police contact. 
This brings the situation to almost a full circle when 
it is noted that this was exactly what Dr. Portune, in his 
"Police-Juvenile Attitude Survey of 1965,11 found was the 
case for the adolescents in his study. In 1965) Dr. Portune 
theorized that the students did not have a sound enough 
understanding of laws to create an attitude towards the 
police that wasf~vorable enough to withstand conflicting 
experiences with the police. 
Because the relationship 'between attitudes and exper­
ience has 'this circular effect, it remains difficult to de­
cide not only at which point an in.tervention can be made, 
but also what this intervention should be, who should make 
it, and how effective can it be. How early should society 
begin to try and form the relationship between its you~h and 
outside authority? Is this Just the parents' role~ or do 
the schools and the police and the peer group have an 
equally important role? Should'attitude formation" classes 
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be the method of intervention, should better police-juvenile 
relations be the intervention? And how effective can any 
intervention be if what is learned "in the classroom does not 
correspond to the experience outside the school? 
Because the evidence is still not entirely in, the 
schools shouid be encouraged to continue this current ex­
periment of offering classes in laws to the students. In all 
fairness to the schools, the program which was initiated in 
the fall of 1975 appears to have the organization and pre­
paration which previous classes concerning law"s perhaps did 
not have--thus the ~tudents will be receiving better 
...
classes. The second recommendati~n to be made, then, would 
be to encourage yet another study to be made a year from now 
after students have had the benefits of this more prepared 
curriculum. This would be the better test of the theory 
that more knowledge creates better attitudes. But because 
there exists some evidence from this study which refutes 
"that theory and which suggests that it is not the under­
standing of laws which is the important factor in attitude 
formation or change, a third recommendation is made that 
educators include other important variables in these law 
classes; i.e., concentrate on the essential co-ordination 
between knowledge and experience in attitude formation a~d 
maintenance. The relationship between the police and the 
student is a major facilitator of this co-or~lnatlon. Bring 
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police into the classroom to explain their role and mission 
to the students (here acceptance of the pollce by the stu­
dent's peer group is of significance), and put st~dents into 
patrol cars with an officer so they can empathlze with the 
problems of the policeman1s job. Contlnue to encourage the 
trend in law enforcement agencies towards creating special­
ized juvenile units, and even offer courses to police offi­
cers (and the community at large) in which an understanding 
of the problems of adolescence are emphasized. Former 
Superintendent of Chicago Police, O. W. Wilson, comments on 
this vi tal balance ne'cessary between the attitudes, of both, 
parties to create a good relationship: 
Public support and co-operation are influenced by 
the ,relationsh1p between the publlc and their police, 
that is,' by the actions and conduct of each other 
toward the other. The nature of any relationship 
is determined by the att1tudes of the part1es in­
volved, because the actions of e,ach are determined 
by their own attitude and cOAduct Qf the other. 
Each must have a correct attitude, therefore, if a 
desirab!~ relationship is to be created and main­
tained. j 
In addition to the central research question concern­
ing the relationshlp between a better understanding of laws 
and the creation of more favorable attitudes, there are some 
other interesting findings from this study. 
13Rlchard Kobetz, The Police Role and Juvenile Delin­
quencl, p. 183. ­
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Concerning the background'and family situation of the 
students who responded to the questionnaire, there are two 
results which should be noted. First is that although three 
different socio-economic areas ·were represented by the stu­
dents, there was very little evidence of this in any 1'n­
stances in which one might usually assume a higher or lower 
socio-economic background might matter. The percentage of 
students who were not currently living with both their 
natural parents was almost identical for all th,ree schools. 
The percentage of students who had had a "few" (one to 
eight) casual contacts with the pollce, was almost identical 
for all three schools, and for all three schools this small 
number of casual contacts was the response of most of the 
students. The percentage of students who had been cited, 
detained, or ptcked up by the police was almost identical 
for all three schools. In addition to all thi~, was the 
simil~rity of attitude response and knowledge of the laws 
among students from all three schools (although some evi-' 
dence of socio-economic background, though inconclusive, 
might be present here since the students from the lowest 
socio-economic background did answer the attitude questions 
slightly less favorably than the students from the middle 
and highest socio-economic level. ,But the most fav,orable 
attitude responses were from the middle income students and 
not from the students from the highest economic level). 
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This iptroduces, another finding concerning student 
background, for although the prevailing thought i~ delin­
quency research is 'that single-parent families are potent 
breeding grounds for delinquency, the students from the 
school which expressed the most favorable attitudes, school 
"B,tf came from backgrounds tn which 64 per cent of the fami­
lies we~e headed by both the natural mother and father, but 
36 per c~nt were not and of that 36 per cent, slightly over 
half were ,headed by a single parent. This. .1s also true of 
school He. tf The students from t,his schoo~ were slightly be­
hind those from sqhool "Bu in favorable attitude responses 
and'their families were also 67 per)cent headed by both the 
natural mother and father, but of the remaining 33 per cent, 
slightly over half were headed by a single parent. Only the 
studerits from school rtAJ" who answered less favorably than 
students from the other two schools, came from backgrounds 
in which 63 per c,ent we're headed by hath natural parents, 
and of the remaining 37 per cent, half were headed by a two­
parent, mother and step-father, combination. 
ThiS again p~ints out 'the complexities of attitude 
formation and how erroneous delinquency research can be 
when it attempts to isolate a single factor such as socio­
economic backgroQn'd or marital status of parents as the 
cause of bad attitudes and delinquent behavior. 
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Concerning the attitudes expressed by the students-­
it has been ten years now since Dr. Portune's appeal to the 
schools to create better attitudes in their studeht8~ yet 
the conclusion of this study is that the students of today. 
exhibit the same ffnonnegative,,14 attitude towards the police 
as they did in: 1965. There were very few students who fe.l t 
the police did an "excellent" job. Rather, the students 
mostly gave the police a "good" rating on their job per-. 
formance in enforc'ing laws and they were a little less posi­
tive in their evaluation of police performance in protecting 
people. 
On the other hand, the students felt this protection 
of people was the most important police function over less 
positive and more hostile functions that were listed on the 
Questionnaire for them to choose from. The students did 
generally feel that police do discriminate, but their choice 
of what th~ police discriminate against was not such pre­
judicial things as "race" or flsocial class,1f but instead 
they chose options like "attitude towards the police," 
"age," and "appearance. 1I Although differing on how well the 
police perform their Job, the students were very much in 
agreement in their belief that police are necessary in 
14 .Dr. Robert Portune, The Cincinnati Police-Juvenile 
A.~titude ~yoJect, p. 10. .----- . 
~ 
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society .and that police receive "a lot" of training before 
they ar~ put on the force. The students also generally ex­
pressed a belief that being a policeman was a worthwhile 
profession yet it was not a profession the students felt 
they would choose as a career. The percentage of students 
responding that they had been "very unfairly" treated by the 
police in both casual and. formal contacts was never over 10 
per cent. Conversely, the "very fairly" :response concerning 
police treatment in both casual and formal contacts was 
never over 27.per cent (except in one instance in which stu­
dents from school "B" responded with 51 per cent to "very 
fair" treatment in casual contacts). 
In considering the turmoil that this country has been 
through since Dr. Portune's study in 1965, there is some 
hope to be found in the continuation of at least a non­
negative attitude towards the police. For although job per­
formance and poltce attitudes towards adolescents remain 
unsatisfactory in the eyes of the students (treatment during 
police contacts and police discrimination being two ex­
amples), there are some fundamentally positive aspects--such 
a~ police as protectors, police as necessary in our society, 
and police as well-trained--which offer a sound base from 
which to build more favorable attitudes. 
Concerning the students' knowledge of laws, it has 
already been stated in "Results," Chapter III, that the 
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'students exhibited a very good understanding of their civil 
rights and of the laws which particularly pertain to them. 
The question whicl) appeared to be least understood by the 
students was the one concerning a status offense (in this 
case, detention by an officer for failure to mind parents). 
The s.tatus offense is R. very volatile matter between' police 
and adolescents. Complaints that te~nagers voice against 
, 	 the police reveal that many adolescents are unaware of sta­
tus offenses or do not consider them as laws. Hence, when 
their encount.er with the pollce involves truancy from school, 
or a curfew violation, or running away from home and being 
out of parental control, they often feel the pol1ce are 
harassing them or over-extending their authorlty. A fourth 
recommendation will be made here--a recommendation that 
educa.tors pay particular attention to the study and under­
standing of these status offenses in the classes about laws. 
Students should be fully acquainted with the offenses and 
should have an opportunity to express their fee1.iJ?8s about 
them~ ~deally with a police officer in the clas's~oom to re­
spond to the feelings presented. 
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In summary, the research question remains partially 
unanswered. The students who had taken a class in laws or 
law-related subjects did· not exhibit a better understanding 
of laws than other students, thus mak1ng it difficult to 
Judge whether a better understanding of laws can create more 
favorable attitudes towards the law and the enforcers of the 
"Bnlaw. However, the students from school who had taken a 
-class in laws did express--in three out of five attitude 
questions--a more favorable attitude without having a better 
score on the knowledge of law questions. And the students 
from school "e" who had taken a class in laws did express .... ­
in five out of five attitude questions--a less favorable 
attitude without having a worse 'score on the knowledge of 
laws questions. 
It would appear, then, that there are again two pos­
sible implications: (1) th~t classes in la'w have no effect 
on the st~derttst attitudes; (2) that classes in law can have 
an effect (positive or negative) on student attitudes with­
out having a corresponding effect on ·the students' knowledge 
of laws. 
Assuming that educators will, and indeed should, con­
tinue the classes in law until another study can be made to 
either dispu.te or corroborate these results, the second im­
plication mentioned should be given particular attention. 
If indeed classes 1n law do affect student attitudes without 
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increasing their knowledge of the law, then future law 
c~asses should concentrate on attitude formation via the 
relationship between attitudes and experience'. These 
classes should include as much coordinating material as pos­
slble--brlng police into the cla~Broom, put students into 
police stations and patrol cars, educate students and police 
about each other, and pay particular attention to such vola­
tile matters as status offenses by trying to integrate 
student-police responses to these offenses in the classroom 
prior to a formal police contact. Underlying the entire 
issue, then, is the reminder that the reciprocity of a re­
lationship is what enhances the creation and maintenance of 
favorable attitudes. 
\ } 
t. 
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'I XICIN:H:dd'l 
Students: 
I am a Portland State graduate student at 
the School of Social Work. I am gathering 
information for a thesis on how teenagers 
feel about the police~ I would appreciate 
your help in answe:ring this questionnaire. 
Your answers will be strictly confidential. 
Thank you 
Barbara McCallum 
--
---
1. 	 Are you male or female ? 
2. 	 What 1s your age? 
3. 	 Are you currently living with both your natural father 
and mother? 
Yes No 
4. 	 If the answer to No.3 is "no, II with whom are you cur­
rently living? 
Mother only 
Father only 
Other (please specify) 
. 
5. 	 What is the yearly income 
Under $5,000 
$5,000-$10,000. 
Mother and step-father 

Father and step-mother 

level of your family? 
$10,000-$15,000 __ 
$15,000-above 
6. 	 Have you ever taken a class in school devoted entirely 
to teaching you about laws or law-related subjects lIke 
civil rights? 
Yes No 
--
---
--
-- -- ---
--
1. 	 Do you think it 1s necessary to have poll.ce ln our 
society? 
Ye's Only in some instances No 
2. 	 What'is the most important function of the pollee?
(Check one.) 
Catching crim1nals 
Enforcing, laws _ 
Pun1shing law'breakers ___ 
Mainta1ning order 
Pr.otectlng people and property 
3. 	 How well do you th1nk the pol1ce do their job of en­
forcing,laws? 
Excellent Good Fa1r Poor 
') 4. How well do you th1nk 'the pollce do thelr' Job of pro­
'tectfng, people? . 
Excellent Good Fa1r Poor 
5. 	 Do you th1nk the pollee treat everyone the same? 
Yes Sometimes NO __ 
6. 	 If the answer to No,. 5 is "sometimes" or '~no, n check the 
two things the po11ce most d1sorlminate agalnst: 
Age' Race Attitude towards the pollce __ 
S'ex Appearance So01al Class 
7. 	 Do you think that being a policeman is a worthwhlle 
profession? 
Yes Unsure No 
-­
8. 	 Do you th1nk that pol.ice in general understan~ adoles­
cents? 
Yes Somewhat No 
-­
-----
---
--
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9. 	 How much special police tt'aining do you think police 

receive before they are put on the force? 

A lot Some A little None 
10. 	 Have you ever cons1dered a career as a policeman or 
policewoman? 
Yes and still do No and still donlt 
Yes but now donlt Never thought of it before 
11. 	 How many casual contacts (nonarrest s1tuations like 
asking direetions, reporting a theft, talking to a 
policeman on patrol) have you had with police? 
Many 	 (over 15) Moderate f8-15) 
Few 	 (1-8) None 
12. 	 In these casual contacts with thep01ice, how have you 
been treated? 
Very fairly Fairly __ 

Unfairly Very unfairly 

13. 	 Have you ever been pic~ed up, cited, detained, or 
arrested by the po11ce? 
Yes No 
14. 	 If you answered "yes n to No. 13, plea-se answe-r the fol­
lowing questions: 
a. 	 How many of these formal contacts have you had 
wlth the pollce? 
. Many (over 15) Moderate (8-IS) 
Few (1-8) 
b. 	 How were you treated by the pollee during these 
formal contacts? 
Very fairly Fa1rly 
Unfalrly Very unfairly 
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c. 	 Were you involve~ in an ~ctivity you knew to be 
1llegal (sp~ed1ng, drinking under age, etc.) 
when you had formal contact w1-th pollce? 
Yes Unsure it was illegal No 
d. 	 If your answer to "c" was "unsure"- or '''no, tt 
please briefly explain why you were detained by 
the police: 
The following quest.ions deal with your knowledge of 
the laws that concern you. The term If juvenile11 will be 'Use'd 
as the questions are taken from the actual wording of the . 
1a-w's del;\ling. with persons under the age of 18 who live in 
the state of Oregon. 
1. 	 When stopped by the police for a nontraffic offense" a 
Juvenile is required to give only h1s name, age, and 
addre,ss. 
True False 
2. 	 If a Juvenile cannot afford a lawyer but he r.equests t,o 
have one, the court must app'o1nt a lawyer to represent
him. 
True False 
3. 	 A' Juvenile has the right to a Jury trial. 
True False 
4.' The curfew hour in Portland .for 14-17 ye~r olds on 
Fr1~ay and Saturday nights is 12:00 midnight. 

True False ___ 

5. 	 It is legal in Oregon to hitchhike if you are standing 
on the curb or off the shoulder of the highway. 
True False 
6. ' In Oregon, to sell marijuana is only a misdemeanor if it 
is less than an ounce. 
True False 
7-. The police can stop and search the inside of a car with­
out 	a warrant if they suspect there are drugs in the 'car. 
True False 
-­
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. 8. 	 A juvenile is guilty of the crime of loitering if he 
hangs around a school bu ilding or grounds wi tl10ut hav­
ing a reason for being there. 
True False 
9. 	 It is legal to drink alcoholic beverages in a moving 
car. 
True False 
10. 	 The p.olice may detain a juvenlle for failure to mind 
his parents. 
True False 
H xlaN~crdv 
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TABLE XXXI 

ARE YOU MALE OR F'EMALE?· 
----­
School "A.If School uBI' School "ell 
.Answers # % # % # %
.­.....­
Male . 40 . 43 45 41 69 63 
Female • • • •. 52 57 65 59 40 37 
-:::========~:-=::::::::::==~,======------------,----------:=--
TABLE XXXII 

WHAT IS .YOUR AGE? 

nB nSchool "A" School School "e" 
Answ~rs # % il % # %. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
. . . . . . 
· . . . 
· . . . 
· . . . 
. . . . 
15 
36 
32 
8 
1 
16 
39 
35 
9 
1 
1 
44 
61 
4 
0 
1 
40 
55 
4 
0 
5 
70 
32 
2 
0 
5 
64 
29 
2 
0 
----'--'-­
----­ -
'r 
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TABLE XXXIII 
HAVE YOU EVER CONSIDERED A CAREER AS A 
POLICEMA'N OR .POLICEWOMAN? 
School "A". School "B" School "e" 
Answers # % # % # %
-_._-­
Yes 'and :
still do •.. ,15 16 / 15 14 15 14 
Yes but 
now: don1t 14 15 32 29 26 24 
No and 
still 
don't . . . 42 46 37 34 40 37 
Never thought 
of it 
before . . . 19 21 24 22 28 26 
No response 2 2 2 2 0 0 
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TABL~ XXXIV 
IF YOU DID NOT KNOW YOU WERE INVOLVED IN AN 
ACTIVITY THAT WAS ILLEGAL WHEN YOU HAD 
FORMAL CONTACT WITH THE POLICE, 
COULD YOU BR!EFLY EXPLAIN 
WHY YOU WERE DETAINED 
School "A" School "Btt School "C" 
Number .of NumBer 'of Nutl.1ber of 
Answers Students, Students Students 
Motor offense 6 8 4 
Statu~ 
offense 
· 
. . 3 2 4 
Pedestrian 
offense 
· 
. • 1 0 1 
Other • . 
· 
6 5 9 
No response 1 2 1 
" 
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TABLE XXXV 
INDIVIDUAL STUDENT SCORES ON 
KNOWLEDElE' OF TJAWQUESTIONS 
School "Art School "Btl School "err 
Per cent Number of Number of Number of 
correct Students Students Students 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40' 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
4 
1 
1 
1 
4 
17 
23 
15 
17 
8 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
15 
16 
28 
27 
·12 
9 
1 
0 
0 
o· 
4 
7 
23 
20 
27 
23 
3 
2 
Total number 
of students 92 110 109 
i 
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TABLF. XXXVI 
HOW WELL po YOU THINK THE POLICE DO 
THEIR JOB OF ENFORCING LAWS? 
Students who Students wlth­
took law class out law class Total number 
fl. ~ # % of students 
School HA" 
Excellent 1 4' 1 1 2 
Good • 10 43 26 39 36
· · · Fair . 8 35 38 54 46
· · · P,oor . · ,. 4 17 3 4 7"
· No response. 0 0 1 1 1 
,Totals • 23 69 92
· · 
School "Bu 
Excellent 6 10 1 2 7 
Good .. 
· · Fair • . . • 
Poor .• 
· · No response. 
35 
15 
2 
1 
59 
25 
3 
2 
31 
16 
2 
i 
61 
31 
'4 
2 
66 
31 
4 
2 
Totals . 59 51 110
· · 
School He'.' 
Excellent 0 0 5 5 5 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
.. 
.. 
. . 
· . 
· 
'. 
· 
7 
7 
1 
44 
44 
6 
51 
30 
6 
55 
32 
6 
58 
37 
7 
No vesponse. 1 6 1 1 2 
---------,,-­
Totals . 16 93 109· . 
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TABLE XXXVII 
HOW W~LL DO YOU THINK THE POLICE DO 
THE!RJOB OF PROTECTING PEOPLE? 
Students who Students wi th­
took law clas,s out law class Total number 
." % 71 ~ of s'tudent s 
School "A" 

Excellent 1 4 3 4 4 

Good . 8 35 19 27 27
· · · Fall' . 7 30 36 52' 43
· · 
-Poor '. .. 7 30 10 14 17
· · No response. 0 0 1 1 1 
Totals . 
· · 
23 69 92 
School "BfI 
~--
Excellent 
Good . 
· · · Fair. 
· · · Poor • 
· · · No response. 
2 
36 
17 
3 
1 
361 
29 
5 
2 
2 
25 
18 
5, 
1 
4 
J~9 
35 
10 
2 
4 
61 
35 
8 
2 
Totals " 
· . 59 ' 51 110 
School ftC" 
Excellent· 
· Good " . . . 
0 
7 
0 
44 
3 
43 
·3 
46 
3 
50 
Fair . . . 4 25 39 41 43 
,Poor . . '. . 
No response. 
5 
0 
31 
0 
7 
1 
7 
1 
12 
1 
Totals . 
· . 
16 93 109 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
IS BEING A POLICEMAN A WORTHWHILE PROFESSION? 
Students who Students .with­
took, law class. out law class Total number 
11 ~ 11 % of students 
School "A" 

Yes . . ·7 30 .. 24 35 31 

Unsure 12 52 34 49 46 
No . . 4 17 10 .14 14·
· · No re-' 
sponse 0 0 1 1 1 
Totals 23 69 92 
School "B" 
Yes . 28 47 34 66 62
· · Unsure .25 42 . 15 30 40 
No' 5 8 2 4 7 
No re­
sponse . 1 2 0 0
· 
1 
._­
Totals 59 51. 110 
School " C f~ 
Yes . . 
Unsure 
No 
No re­
sponse 
· . 
5 
7 
3­
1 
31 
44 
·19 
6 
48 
3410 . 
1 
52 
37 
11 
1 
53 
41 
13 
2 
Totals 16 93 '109 
83 
TABLE XXXIX 
IN YOUR CASUAL CONTACTS WITH THE POLICE,
HOW WERE YOU TREATED? ' 
Studel}.ts wpo Students wlth­
took law class out law class Total number 
"II ~ # 5t of students 
Scho,ol. "A·' 
Very 
fairly . 7 30 16 23 23 
Fairly 7 30 35 51 '42 
Unfairly 2 9 J+ res 6 
Very un­
fairly • 4. 17 1 1 5 
No re- · 
sponse • 2 9 1 1 3
· No casual 
conta'cts 1 4 12 17 13 
Totals 23 69 92 
School "B" 
Very 
fairly . 26
· J1ai'r~y 2'4 
Unfairly 1 
Very un­
fairly • 1 
No re- · 
sponse • 2 
No casual' 
contacts . 5 
' 44 
41 
2 
2 
3 
8 
30 
15 
2 
0 
0 
4 
59 56 
. 30 39 
4 3 
0 1 
0 2 
8 9 
Totals 59 51 110 
84 
TAB~E XXXIX--C9ntinued 
Students who Students wi th­
took law class out law class Total number 
11 % # % of students 
School "e" 
Very
fatrly . 
Fairly 
Unfairly 
Very un­
fairly . . 
No re­
sponse . . 
N9 casual 
contacts . 
3 
9 
1 
1 
0 
2 
19 
566, 
6 
0 
13 
26 
49 
6 
3 
3 
6 
28 
53 
6 
a 
3 
6 
29 
58 
7' 
4 
3 
8 
Totals 16 93 109 
85 
TABLE XL 
IN YOUR FORMAL CONTACTS WITH THE POLICE, 
HOW WERE YOU TREATED? 
Students who Students w1th­
took law class out law class Total number 
-,; % 11 ~ of students 
School "Au 
Very
fairly . 3 13 1 1 4 
Fairly 1 4 14 20 1-5
·· · Unfairly 4 17 9 IJ 13 
Very un­
fairly • 
· 
2 9 2 3 4
· No response • 1 4 2 3 3
No formal 
contacts 12 52 41 59 53 
Totals 23 69 92 
----.---­
School "B" 
Very
fairly . 7 12 6 10. 
Fairly 13 22 ~ 16 21
· · · Unfairly 5 8 4 8 9. 
Very un­
fairly . 2 6
· · 
3 3 5
No response 1 2 . 1 2 2 
No formal 
contacts . 
· 
31 53 32 62 63 
Totals 
· 
.. 
· 
59 51 110 
--
86 
TABLE XL--Cont1nued 
Students who Students wi th­
took law class out law class Total number 
# % # % of students 
School flC" 
Very
faIrly . ,. 0 0 9 9 9
· 'j '" ":" 19 " :"16 '!17Fairly . 19· .Unfa1rly 2 13 11 11 13 
Very un­
fa1rly • 3 19 3 3 6
· · No response . 0 0 2 2 2 
·No formal 
contacts • • 8 50 52 56 60 
Tota.ls 16 93 109. 
· · 
-,-",.-­
